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ABSTRACT 
The work undertaken in this project presents a new computational model capable of predicting the 
geometry of intermediate shapes required to successfully manufacture a surface using single-point 
incremental forming (SPIF). The model predicts intermediate shapes by modelling the SPIF 
forming process in reverse, working backwards from the final desired geometry to predict the 
forming stages required to deform the material back into its initial flat state. The algorithm achieves 
this by calculating bending moments from the curvature of the geometry and forces from nodal 
displacements. A fraction of the calculated loads is applied to an ABAQUS model of the surface 
and processed using a linear elastic solver. Using this methodology, the forming stages of the 
material as it is deformed back into a flat sheet can be modelled as a process analogous to elastic 
spring-back. The developed algorithm has successfully predicted reasonable intermediate shapes 
for the manufacture of a hemispherical surface. This indicates that the method of working 
backwards from the final shape using a linear elastic analysis is a viable technique for predicting 
intermediate geometries.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 MOTIVATION 
Single-Point Incremental Sheet Forming (SPIF) is a sheet metal forming process that uses a stylus-
like forming tool in a computer numerically controlled machine to incrementally deform the sheet 
metal into a desired shape. During the deformation process, the material experiences highly 
localised strains at the tip of the tool and as a result there are limitations to the deformation 
allowable in a single pass of the tool. Consequently, more challenging geometries (such as those 
with steep wall angles) require multiple stages of forming before the final shape can be successfully 
manufactured. Presently, further development is required to create a computationally efficient 
method for predicting intermediate shapes necessary to successfully machine demanding shapes 
using SPIF.  
Effective prediction of intermediate shapes is important to progress the development of reliable 
finite element models for predicting failure of SPIF and hence increase the potential for this process 
to become viable for industry use. This project will develop a computationally efficient method for 
predicting intermediate shapes required to manufacture a hemispherical surface using single-point 
incremental sheet metal forming.  
1.2 AIMS 
This project aims to predict the intermediate shapes required to create a hemispherical surface using 
single-point incremental sheet forming. The intermediate shapes will be developed by considering 
a linear elastic analysis of the deformation of the sheet from the final desired shape back to its 
initial undeformed state (flat sheet), essentially ‘flattening’ the material. 
1.3 OBJECTIVES 
 Create a model of a hemisphere surface in ANSYS Workbench 17.0 meshed using
triangular shell elements
 Write a Python script which is capable of opening an ABAQUS input (.inp text file) and
extracting the required node and element data
 Translate Dr Daniel’s MATLAB code for predicting forces and moments which oppose
geometric strains and curvatures into the developed Python script
2016 
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 Apply a scaling of the forces and moments calculated from the developed Python script to
an ABAQUS model of the hemispherical surface
 Run a linear elastic analysis of the surface under the scaled loadings in ABAQUS and obtain
nodal displacement data from an ABAQUS report file (.rpt text file)
 Develop a second Python script to update the input file with geometry data to reflect the
new nodal positions calculated from the displacement data in the ABAQUS report file
 Validate that the intermediate shape predicted is reasonable in comparison with the
intermediate shapes predicted in the work of Liu et al. (2014)
1.4 SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
The scope of the research for this project has been detailed in Table 1 below. 
Table 1: Scope of Research 
In Scope Out of Scope 
 Single-point incremental sheet metal
forming
 Linear elastic analysis of the deformation
of the sheet metal under the applied
forces and moments calculated by the
Python script
 Aluminium alloy material
 Isotropic material
 Other methods of incremental sheet
metal forming (e.g. two-point forming
and forming methods that utilise a
supporting die or backing).
 Effects of material spring-back
 Testing the formability of the predicted
intermediate shapes
 Simulating forming the intermediate
shapes
 Effect of changing the rotational speed of
the forming tool and friction between the
forming tool and the material surface
 Materials other than aluminium alloy
 Anisotropic material
 Surface finish of the formed material
2016 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) is a process that uses a forming tool to incrementally deform a 
sheet of metal into a desired shape. ISF is typically performed on a metal sheet with clamped edges 
in a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machine with the forming tool following a pre-
loaded toolpath (Jackson & Allwood, 2009; Liu et al., 2014). Several variations of ISF have been 
trialled over the years, with single-point incremental forming (SPIF) being one of the most popular 
methods (Jackson & Allwood, 2009), along with two-point incremental forming.  
ISF has generated interest within the sheet metal forming community due to its potential to make 
the manufacturing of custom components and rapid prototyping more economic (Liu et al., 2014; 
Silva, Skjoedt, Atkins, Bay, & Martins, 2008). There are several key features of SPIF which make 
it economically preferable over traditional forming processes such as pressing. The key advantage 
is that only a simple forming tool is required to manufacture a variety of shapes (Jackson & 
Allwood, 2009; Karbowski, 2015). This reduces the associated cost of manufacturing as there is 
no need to manufacture a specialised die for forming, and the same tool can be used for multiple 
components. Other advantages include a reduced production time, improved formability of the 
material and the ability to modify existing components (Malwad & Nandedkar, 2014).   
2.1 DEFORMATION MECHANISMS OF SINGLE-POINT INCReMENTAL SHEET
FORMING 
Understanding the deformation mechanisms involved in single-point incremental forming is 
important to define the forming limits of SPIF and therefore predict the deformation achievable in 
each pass without failure. Many researchers have conducted both theoretical and experimental 
investigations to understand the dominant deformation mechanisms of SPIF. However, accurately 
capturing the mechanical processes involved in SPIF through numerical modelling is a challenging 
task which requires a great amount of computational effort (Silva et al., 2008).  
Cao et al. (2015) suggests that the dominant deformation occurs in the meridional direction, and 
that for most cases, the material can be considered under plane strain in the direction perpendicular 
to the tool path. Cao et al. (2015) also notes that when shapes with small corners are considered, 
stretching deformation is introduced and the material can no longer be considered to be in plane 
strain.  
2016 
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Y. Li, Daniel, Liu, Lu, and Meehan (2015) and J.-c. Li, Li, and Zhou (2012) suggest that the
deformation mechanisms of ISF are a combination of shear, bending and stretching. Y. Li et al. 
(2015) showed in their results that, in the case of a cone frustum shape, these three deformation 
modes were present while forming the inclined walls of the surface.  
2.2 FORMING LIMITS OF SINGLE-POINT INCREMENTAL SHEET FORMING 
Although ISF has great potential for use in rapid prototyping and manufacturing complex three-
dimensional shapes, there are formability limitations which prevent this process form being widely 
utilised in industry (Liu et al., 2014). Due to increasing interest in ISF technology, extensive 
research has been conducted into making this process more viable by increasing its formability. 
One way to do this is to introduce multiple forming stages to reduce the localised strain on the 
material (Liu et al., 2014). In ISF, material thinning has been shown to be one of the biggest causes 
of material failure (Filice, 2006). 
2.2.1 Predicting Thinning in ISF 
The sine law (Equation (1) below) is widely accepted by researchers as a reasonable indicator of 
the formability of a sheet (Jeswiet et al., 2005). The sine law relates the forming angle (α) and 
original sheet thickness (t0) to predict the final thickness of the sheet (tf) as shown in Equation (1). 
The sine law is derived using the assumptions that final shape is a projection of the undeformed 
sheet, the deformation mode is pure shear, and volume constancy holds (Bambach, 2010).  
𝑡𝑓 = 𝑡0 sin(90 − 𝛼) (1) 
The accuracy of the sine law for predicting the change in 
thickness of a sheet is SPIF has been shown to vary across the
profile of the formed sheet (Jackson & Allwood, 2009). 
Experimentation conducted by J.-c. Li et al. (2012) verifies
that the sine law is a good approximation of sheet thickness in 
regions that primarily experience meridional deformation, 
however it is less accurate in regions where bending and 
transverse stretching contribute to deformation. The geometry 
for this experiment was a pyramid frustum which was able to 
be completed in a single pass of SPIF. The geometry was not a particularly challenging shape, with 
a low wall angle of 30° and sheet thickness of 1mm. The material used was DC04, which has a 
α 
t
f
t
0
 
Figure 1: Sine law for thinning prediction
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yield strength in the region of 210-220MPa, suggesting that this material already had 
good formability for the ISF process.  
It was noted the work of J.-c. Li et al. (2012) that it is difficult to quantifiably recognise what 
deformation mode will dominate a region of the material. Until these regions can be quantifiably 
distinguished, a predictive method allowing for more accurate estimations of the thickness 
variation throughout the sheet cannot be implemented to predict the forming limits for ISF.  
It was suggested in work by Cao et al. (2015) that the sine law is not effective for predicting 
thinning in multi-stage ISF. Cao et al. (2015) instead recommend the use of a geometric approach 
based on nodal positions of the geometry, the step-down increment of the tool, the geometry of the 
toolpath and the radius of the tool. The key stages in this model are to predict the geometric profiles 
for each ISF stage, then trace the material points on the surface of the part, and finally calculate the 
thickness distribution of the material. In this algorithm rational Bezier curves are used to describe 
the cross-sectional profiles of the part. The tracing of nodal points is done by tracking the node’s 
position on the final shape back to its position on an undeformed sheet, assuming that the node will 
move normal to its position on the surface of the sheet.  
This method is based on the assumptions that the material volume is constant and the effect of 
bending can be ignored. However, in the research presented by J.-c. Li et al. (2012), the authors 
suggested that the effect of bending does have an effect on the thickness distribution of the material 
in regions where that is the dominant mode of deformation. In addition, a sheet of thickness 1mm 
and materials AA5052 and AA1100 were used which have yield strengths in the order of 190MPa 
and 100MPa respectively. These properties suggest that the material has good formability, even 
though a 5mm radius tool used. In the results presented by Cao et al. (2015), it can be seen that the 
sine law gave a reasonable approximation of the thickness distribution for the first pass of forming. 
For each shape tested (cone shape with a constant forming angle, parabolic cone and a hemisphere), 
except the non-axisymmetric shape, the sine law predicted increasingly higher thickness 
estimations for each additional forming stage. Although the algorithm presented by Cao et al. 
(2015) was shown to be a good approximation of the thickness distribution, the experimental 
thickness varied both above and below the predicted thickness. As a result, a region of uncertainty 
exists around the thickness variation predicted using this method and allowances would need to be 
2016 
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made to ensure that the deformation in each pass does not exceed the forming limitations of the 
material. 
Bambach (2010) also suggests an alternative version of the sine law that relates the ratio of areas 
between elements on the undeformed and deformed sheet to approximate the thickness using the 
relationship shown in Equation (2) below, with the assumption of volume constancy. 
𝑡𝑓 = 𝑡0
𝐴0
𝐴
 (2)
Liu et al. (2014) used a modified version of the sine law in their predication of thinning by relating 
the thickness strain and area ratio as described in Equation (3) below: 
𝜀𝑓 = ln (
𝑡𝑓
𝑡0
) = ln (
𝐴0
𝐴𝑓
) (3) 
Where εf is the thickness strain, t0 and tf are the initial and final thicknesses of the element 
respectively and, A0 and Af are the initial and final areas of the element.  Liu et al. (2014) seemed 
to be able to generate a reasonable model for predicting material thinning using thickness strains.  
Initial Element 
Final Element 
A
0
A
f
t
0
t
f
Figure 2: Adaptation of sine law using area ratios (adapted from Liu, Daniel, Li, Liu, 
and Meehan (2014))
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2.3 MULTI-STAGE INCREMENTAL SHEET FORMING 
Although there has been research into predicting the forming limits of multi-stage ISF, there has 
been limited research into the prediction of intermediate shapes. J. Li, Hu, Pan, and Geng (2012) 
presented a method to predict the number of forming stages needed for ISF by defining the desired 
or allowable thinning rate using the relationship shown in Equation (4) below: 
𝑛 =
ln(1 − 𝑅0)
ln(1 − 𝑅′)
 (4) 
Where R0 is the total thickness thinning, R’ is the thinning in between each stage (assuming equal 
thinning at each stage) and n is an estimate of the number of forming stages required. The validity 
of this model was tested for two frustum of a cone with wall angles of 30° and 45°, on a 1mm thick 
sheet of DC56 which has a yield strength of approximately 135MPa. Neither of the shapes tested 
had a very challenging formability, both had a fairly moderate wall angle and were manufactured 
from a material with good formability as indicated by its yield strength and thin sheet thickness. J. 
Li et al. (2012) used their relation in conjunction with the sine law to predict the minimum wall 
thickness at each intermediate stage. Although this relation provides a good approximation of the 
number of passes required to create a geometry without failure, it does not predict the geometry of 
the shapes at these intermediate stages.   
Jeswiet et al. (2005) suggested that the necessity for a multi-stage forming process could be 
determined by comparison of the maximum draw angle (as defined in Figure 1) possible for the 
material and the maximum draw angle in the design. If the maximum draw angle in the design 
exceeded the maximum draw angle of the material, then multiple stages would be required. This 
method provides a useful tool for initial judgement as to whether multiple forming stages are 
required. However, it is less useful for explicitly defining the geometry of the intermediate shape(s) 
required to avoid failure of the material. 
2016 
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3 COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 
The current work explores a new approach to predicting intermediate shapes for single point 
incremental forming (SPIF) by working in reverse from the final desired shape to the initial flat 
sheet. This section provides explanation of the methods used to calculate the loadings required to 
‘unbend’ the geometry and the process of predicting intermediate shapes. Figure 3 below outlines 
the methodology used to predict intermediate shapes in this project.  
Figure 3: Process flow chart for predicting intermediate shapes 
ABAQUS input file with 
loadings and geometry 
Run ABAQUS explicit linear elastic solver 
CAD surface of desired shape 
Mesh surface using ANSYS Workbench  Material
 Sheet thickness
ABAQUS input file of 
meshed geometry 
Run Python script to calculate initial loads 
ABAQUS input file with 
initial loadings and geometry 
Run ABAQUS explicit linear elastic solver  Apply fixed boundary conditions
ABAQUS report file with 
nodal displacements 
Run Python script to update geometry and loads 
All nodes dz < 2mm 
from base plane 
No 
Yes 
End 
Start 
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Two versions of the algorithm explored in this project were developed, one which calculated the 
initial loads to be applied to the geometry as shown in Appendix A.1, and another which was 
capable of calculating the new geometry from an ABAQUS report file in addition to the loads as 
shown in Appendix A.2.  
A flow chart outlining the methodology of the algorithm used to predict the forces and moments 
required to ‘flatten’ the initial shape to an intermediate shape is shown in Figure 4 below. 
Figure 4: Methodology of  algorithm for predicting initial intermediate shape 
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The process used to calculate forces and moments for each iteration after the initial calculation is 
similar to that presented in Figure 4 with extra steps at the beginning of the algorithm. These 
additional steps update the geometry of the shape from the previous iteration according to the 
nodal displacements calculated by the linear elastic solver in ABAQUS. The complete 
methodology of the second algorithm has been presented in Figure 5.  
Figure 5: Methodology of  algorithm for predicting initial intermediate shape 
2016 
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3.1 COORDINATE DEFINITION 
In order to calculate in-plane moments and forces, a coordinate system in the plane of the element 
needed to be defined. The in-plane coordinate system of an element is defined in terms of the u and 
v directions. In this algorithm, the v axis follows the meridional direction of the shape in the 
positive z direction as shown by the blue lines in Figure 6. The u axis is defined to be in the 
circumferential direction of the element as indicated by the orange lines in Figure 6.  
Figure 6: Directions of in-plane coordinate system 
2016 
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3.2 CALCULATION OF FORCES 
The algorithm developed in this project uses the meridional strain of surface elements to calculate 
appropriate forces to compress the elements such that the mesh reduces to a flat sheet. The 
calculation of strains is based on the sine law strain as is generally accepted in the literature 
pertaining to modelling strains in ISF.  
3.2.1 Estimating strains 
It was shown in literature that one of the dominant deformation mechanism of ISF is strain in the 
meridional direction. In most cases, the material in contact with the forming tool can be considered 
to be in plane-strain with only a small amount of shear deformation (Cao et al., 2015). It was 
therefore reasonable to assume that there was no shear deformation, and that all of the elements in 
the surface were in a plane strain state.   
A key assumption in the force calculation is that the material deforms vertically, i.e. the nodes of 
the mesh only move in the vertical direction. As a result of this assumption, the Sine Law strain 
can be applied.  
As shown in Figure 7, the deformed element of 
length L1 is projected onto the horizontal plane 
to give the undeformed element of length L0. 
For the calculation of forces, it was assumed 
that the current shape (L1) is the deformed shape 
and the horizontal projection (L0) is the initial 
(undeformed) shape. From this, the strain of the 
element in the meridional direction can be 
calculated using the fundamental strain equation 
below (Equation (5)): 
𝜖𝑣 =
𝐿1 − 𝐿0
𝐿0
 (5) 
However, in situations where the element is near vertical, the strain estimate becomes unrealistic 
and tends towards infinity, causing the elements to collapse. To control the strain values under this 
condition, a limit was asserted such that the strain in the meridional direction could not exceed 1. 
This condition corresponds to a forming angle of approximately 70°, which is close to the limit of 
Figure 7: Example Element for Calculating Sine Law Strain
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validity for the sine law strain. For meridional strain values less than 2 (calculated from Equation 
(5) above), the meridional strain was reduced according to Equation (6):
𝜖𝑣 = 𝜖𝑣 −
ϵv
2
4
(6) 
3.2.2 Calculating forces 
The forces applied in the plane of the element act to compress the elements of the mesh so that the 
material can be reduced back to a flat sheet. Before the forces acting on an element can be 
calculated, the coordinates of the element were converted from the global coordinate system to the 
local in-plane coordinates u and v (as defined in Figure 6). Once in the in-plane coordinate system, 
the terms of the strain-displacement matrix (B) were calculated according to the definition of the 
matrix given in Equation (7) below, where A is the area of the current element. In the analysis, it 
was assumed that the elements do not experience twist and therefore the terms relating to twist 
have been excluded from the formulated B matrix.  
[𝐵] =
1
2𝐴
[
𝑣1 − 𝑣2 𝑣2 − 𝑣0 𝑣0 − 𝑣1
0 0 0
0 0 0
𝑢2 − 𝑢1 𝑢0 − 𝑢2 𝑢1 − 𝑢0
] (7) 
Based on the principle of virtual work which states that the external virtual work is equal to the 
internal virtual work, the forces to be applied to each node can be calculated by performing the 
integral shown in Equation (8) over each element. 
𝐹 = ∫[𝐵]𝑇[𝐷]𝜖 𝑑𝑉 (8) 
Where the D matrix is constructed as shown in Equation (9) assuming that the element is in plane 
stress, and 𝜖 is a vector of element strains as presented in Equation (10), once again assuming that 
the element does not experience twist. 
[𝐷] =
𝐸
1 − 𝑣2
[
1 𝑣
𝑣 1
] (9) 
𝜖 = [
𝜖𝑢
𝜖𝑣
] (10) 
Where v is the Poisson’s ratio of the material, 𝜖𝑢 and 𝜖𝑣 are the strain of the element in the u and 
v directions respectively and E is the Young’s Modulus of the material. The solution 𝐹 is a vector 
of forces in the in-plane directions of the element as shown in Equation (11). 
𝐹 = [
𝐹𝑢
𝐹𝑣
] (11)
2016 
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3.3 CALCULATION OF MOMENTS 
The developed algorithm uses the curvature of the geometry to calculate appropriate moments to 
‘unbend’ the shape. The curvature of the surface is approximated using the method developed by 
Rusinkiewicz (2004) which makes use of the directional derivatives of the vectors normal to the 
surface. This section will provide an explanation how moments were calculated in the algorithm.  
3.3.1 Estimating curvatures 
The developed algorithm implements the method of curvature estimation explored by 
Rusinkiewicz (2004). For this method to be applied, the surface must be discretised using triangular 
elements and an orthonormal coordinate system in the plane of the element must be defined as 
shown in Figure 8 with the directions of u and v as defined in Figure 6.  
In Rusinkiewicz’s method, the second fundamental 
tensor (II) which characterises the curvature of the 
surface, is solved using the nodal normals (n0, n1, 
n2,) of each node of each element. The definition of 
the second fundamental tensor is shown in Equation 
(12) below.
𝐈𝐈 = (
𝝏𝒏
𝝏𝒖
∙ 𝒖
𝝏𝒏
𝝏𝒗
∙ 𝒖
𝝏𝒏
𝝏𝒖
∙ 𝒗
𝝏𝒏
𝝏𝒗
∙ 𝒗
) (12) 
In this definition, the 
𝝏𝒏
𝝏𝒖
∙ 𝑢  term defines the
curvature in the u direction, 
𝝏𝒏
𝝏𝒗
∙ 𝑣  defines the
curvature in the v direction and the off-diagonal 
terms define twist. It is also important to note that, this tensor defines a positive curvature for a 
convex surface with outward facing normals (Rusinkiewicz, 2004).  
To calculate the normal vector at each node, a weighted average of the surrounding element 
normals was calculated. Since elements with a larger area would have a greater contribution to the 
direction of the nodal normal than small elements, the average of the element normals were 
weighted by the element’s area as shown in Equation (13).  
𝑛𝑖,𝑛 =
∑𝑛𝑗,𝑒𝐴𝑗
∑𝐴𝑗
(13) 
Figure 8: Triangular element with nodal normals 
(adapted from Rusinkiewicz (2004))
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Where 𝑛𝑖,𝑛 is the nodal normal for node i, 𝑛𝑗,𝑒 is the element normal for element j and 𝐴𝑗 is the 
area of element j. The element (j) components are summed for all of the elements that surround 
the node (i).  
The second fundamental tensor should strictly be used to describe the curvature of a smooth 
surface, however, the curvature of a discretised surface may be approximated by using the system 
of Equations (14) given below (relating to Figure 8). 
𝐈𝐈 (
𝑒0 ∙ 𝑢
𝑒0 ∙ 𝑣
) = (
(𝑛2 − 𝑛1) ∙ 𝑢
(𝑛2 − 𝑛1) ∙ 𝑣
)
𝐈𝐈 (
𝑒1 ∙ 𝑢
𝑒1 ∙ 𝑣
) = (
(𝑛0 − 𝑛2) ∙ 𝑢
(𝑛0 − 𝑛2) ∙ 𝑣
)
𝐈𝐈 (
𝑒2 ∙ 𝑢
𝑒2 ∙ 𝑣
) = (
(𝑛1 − 𝑛0) ∙ 𝑢
(𝑛1 − 𝑛0) ∙ 𝑣
)
(14) 
Applying the above relations, the problem of solving for the second fundamental tensor becomes 
over constrained and therefore the solution must be approximated. As this is still a linear problem, 
a well-defined approximation of the curvature can be obtained using the least squares method. 
The least squares method solves over determined sets of equations by finding a solution that 
minimises the square of the error in each equation. When solving for the curvature vector, Equation 
(15) was solved for the curvature in the v direction, 𝜅𝑣𝑣.
{
𝜅𝑢𝑢
𝜅𝑣𝑣
𝜅𝑢𝑣
}
[
𝑒0 ∙ 𝑢 𝑒0 ∙ 𝑣 0
0 𝑒0 ∙ 𝑢 𝑒0 ∙ 𝑣
𝑒1 ∙ 𝑢
0
𝑒2 ∙ 𝑢
0
𝑒1 ∙ 𝑣
𝑒1 ∙ 𝑢
𝑒2 ∙ 𝑣
𝑒2 ∙ 𝑢
0
𝑒1 ∙ 𝑣
0
𝑒2 ∙ 𝑣]
=
[
(𝑛2 − 𝑛1) ∙ 𝑢
(𝑛2 − 𝑛1) ∙ 𝑣
(𝑛0 − 𝑛2) ∙ 𝑢
(𝑛0 − 𝑛2) ∙ 𝑣
(𝑛1 − 𝑛0) ∙ 𝑢
(𝑛1 − 𝑛0) ∙ 𝑣]
(15) 
Letting ?⃑? =  
[
𝑒0 ∙ 𝑢 𝑒0 ∙ 𝑣 0
0 𝑒0 ∙ 𝑢 𝑒0 ∙ 𝑣
𝑒1 ∙ 𝑢
0
𝑒2 ∙ 𝑢
0
𝑒1 ∙ 𝑣
𝑒1 ∙ 𝑢
𝑒2 ∙ 𝑣
𝑒2 ∙ 𝑢
0
𝑒1 ∙ 𝑣
0
𝑒2 ∙ 𝑣]
, 𝛽 =
[
(𝑛2 − 𝑛1) ∙ 𝑢
(𝑛2 − 𝑛1) ∙ 𝑣
(𝑛0 − 𝑛2) ∙ 𝑢
(𝑛0 − 𝑛2) ∙ 𝑣
(𝑛1 − 𝑛0) ∙ 𝑢
(𝑛1 − 𝑛0) ∙ 𝑣]
 and 𝜿 = {
𝜅𝑢𝑢
𝜅𝑣𝑣
𝜅𝑢𝑣
} Equation (15) can be 
represented as Equation (16). 
𝛋?⃑? = 𝛽 (16)
Equation (17) shows the form of Equation (16) necessary to use the least squares method. Equation 
(17) was solved to give the best estimate of the curvature (𝜅𝑣𝑣) of the surface.
?⃑?𝑇𝛋𝑇 = 𝛽𝑇 (17)
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3.3.2 Calculating moments 
The moments applied to the element nodes act to stretch the element such that the overall curvature 
of the mesh is reduced to that of a flat sheet (zero curvature). The moments to be applied to the 
element were calculated in the in-plane coordinate system using a manipulated form of the principle 
of virtual work modified to reflect bending moments as shown in Equation (18). 
𝑀 = ∫[𝐵]𝑇[𝐷]𝜅 𝑑𝑉 (18) 
Where the D matrix (representing the flexural rigidity of the element) is constructed as shown in 
Equation (19) assuming that the element is in plane stress, and 𝜅  is a vector of curvatures as 
presented in Equation (20) with the assumption that the element does not experience twist. The B 
matrix is as defined previously in Equation (7). 
[𝐷] =
𝐸𝑡3
12(1 − 𝑣2)
[
1 𝑣
𝑣 1
] (19) 
𝜅 = [
𝜅𝑢
𝜅𝑣
] (20) 
Where v is the Poisson’s ratio of the material, 𝜅𝑢 and 𝜅𝑣 are the curvatures of the element about 
the u and v directions respectively (as defined in Figure 6), E is the Young’s Modulus of the 
material and t is the material thickness. The solution 𝑀 is a vector of moments about the in-plane 
axes of the element as shown in Equation (21). For example, Mu corresponds to a moment acting 
about the u axis of the element, causing curvature in the v direction.  
𝑀 = [
𝑀𝑢
𝑀𝑣
] (21)
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4 RESULTS 
4.1 HEMISPHERICAL GEOMETRY
The geometry chosen to test the effectiveness of the developed algorithm was a hemispherical 
surface formed from a square sheet of aluminium material with dimensions as shown in Figure 9 
(all dimensions are in mm). A similar shape was used in work conducted by Liu et al. (2014) and 
in their research it was noted that one intermediate shape would be required to successfully form 
the shape using ISF. 
Figure 9: Dimensioned hemispherical surface 
There were two key differences between the geometry used in Liu et al. (2014), and the surface 
tested in this project. Firstly, the geometry in Liu et al. (2014) had a circular base, making it 
axisymmetric, while the geometry used in this algorithm has a square base. Secondly, unlike the 
geometry in the work of Liu et al. (2014), the geometry in this project has a fillet at the base of the 
hemisphere of radius 5mm. This radius is representative of a small standard forming tool, which 
therefore represents one of the smallest radii that would typically be formed using standard tooling 
in ISF. The final desired shape was created in PTC Creo Parametric as a surface and imported into 
ANSYS Workbench 17.0 through a Mechanical Model block, ensuring that the z-axis of the 
geometry was aligned with the axis of the forming tool. The thickness of the surface of the ANSYS 
model was corrected and meshed using triangular shell elements as shown in Figure 10.  
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Figure 10: Hemispherical geometry meshed with triangular elements 
The element type used was the ANSYS Mesh200 elements which were equivalent to the S3 
elements in ABAQUS. This element type corresponds to a three node (triangular) shell element 
with finite membrane strains. Shell elements were chosen over solid elements as they require less 
computational effort to solve and give a more realistic approximation of bending in a plastic 
process. In addition, in ISF the thickness of the sheet is much smaller than the other dimensions of 
the element and shell elements more appropriately capture the behaviour of the membrane-like 
structure than solid elements. Although it is desirable for the elements to model membrane-like 
behaviour, membrane elements were not used because, as noted in the work of Bambach (2010), 
membrane elements do not model the bending behaviour of the material.  
This project uses a similar geometry to that trialled by Liu et al. (2014) to gain an reference of what 
would be a reasonable intermediate shape to be predicted for the ISF process. The material 
properties used in both this project and Liu et al. (2014) have been summarised in Table 2.  
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Table 2: Material Properties 
Material Property Units Current Model Liu et al. (2014) 
Material Name - Aluminium Alloy AA7075-O 
Sheet Thickness mm 1.016 1.016 
Density t/mm3 2.77 x 10-9 2.81 x 10-9 
Young’s Modulus MPa 70000 70000 
Poisson’s Ratio - 0.33 0.33 
Tensile Yield Strength MPa 280 89 
Ultimate Tensile Strength MPa 310 191 
4.2 SCALING LOADS 
To gain an approximation of the ratio of forces and moments to be applied to ‘unbend’ the surface, 
an analysis was be conducted on the geometry of an arc. In this analysis, it is important to note that 
the applied moment scales with the curvature of the arc, and the applied force scales with the length 
of the arc. The following scaling calculations relate to the example arc shown in Figure 11.  
Figure 11 below shows an example arc with a constant curvature of radius R1 between points A 
and B. The subscript 1 (blue lines) represent the original curvature of the surface (the final curvature 
in the forming operation), and the subscript 2 (black lines) represent the second state of the surface 
with reduced curvature of radius R2
 (an intermediate state in the forming operation).  
Through a simple analysis of changes in arc length and 
arc curvature, an approximation of relationship between 
the moments scaling and forces scaling can be found. The 
forces depend on membrane strain and scale with arc 
length as expressed in Equation (22) while the moments 
scale with curvature as expressed in Equation (23), where 
to obtain the same chord length, 𝑅2 sin (
𝜃2
2
) =
𝑅1 sin (
𝜃1
2
). 
Figure 11: Membrane strain behaviour of shell 
elements
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𝛿𝑎𝑟𝑐 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑐 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
=
𝑅1𝜃1 − 𝑅2𝜃2
𝑅1𝜃1
(22) 
𝛿𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
=
1
𝑅1
−
1
𝑅2
1
𝑅1
= 1 −
𝑅1
𝑅2
(23) 
The ratio of (curvature change from Equation (23))/(arc length change from Equation (22)), can be 
explored as R2 tends to infinity as shown in Figure 12. To achieve a finite reduction in curvature 
without displacing points A and B (Figure 11), this ratio indicates that the scaling factor on the 
moments needs to be approximately 10 times the scaling applied to the forces. The MATLAB script 
used to generate Figure 11 has been presented in Appendix D. 
Figure 12: Moment/force scaling factor for changing radius of curvature 
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4.3 INTERMEDIATE SHAPES FOR HEMISPHERICAL GEOMETRY 
This section presents the results of the intermediate shapes predicted for the hemispherical surface. 
Figure 13 presents the intermediate shapes predicted for the manufacture of the described 
hemispherical surface through incremental sheet forming (ISF). The figure shows the displacement 
of nodes along half of the surface on the XZ-plane. This is an accurate representation of the model’s 
deformation since the surface is symmetric about both the XZ-plane and YZ-plane.  
Figure 13: Predicted intermediate shapes 
As can be seen in Figure 13, the first iteration of the loads calculated by the algorithm were scaled 
such that the overall height of the shape was not significantly displaced, but the radius of the fillet 
at the base of the surface was increased. This type of deformation is equivalent to refining the 
curvature for sharp radii on a final pass of the ISF tooling. The scaling factors used for both the 
moments and the forces in each iteration have been documented in Table 3.  
In the second iteration of the algorithm, the height of the surface is decreased to approximately 
halfway, while the curvature of the surface was decreased significantly across the entire shape. 
This is analogous to ‘flattening’ the surface back to a sheet with zero curvature. In ISF, this type 
of geometry is the intermediate shape which is required to ensure that the hemisphere can be 
successfully manufactured.   
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The final iteration of the algorithm focusses on reducing the vertical displacement of the surface 
to within the accepted tolerance of 2mm. After this iteration, the surface is considered to be a 
flat sheet.  
Table 3: Scaling applied for loads at each iteration 
Iteration 
Number 
Scaling used 
for Forces 
Scaling used 
for Moments 
Notes 
1 40 400 
This iteration was to smooth the sharp radius 
at the base of the surface. 
2 200 400 
This iteration was to reduce the height of the 
shape. Predicting the intermediate shape. 
3 510 340 
This iteration was to reduce the height and 
curvature of the geometry until it was within 
2mm of a flat sheet. 
Table 3 above presents the load scaling used for each iteration of the algorithm. The scaling applied 
at each iteration reflected the purpose of the iteration, for example, in the first iteration, the intention 
was to decrease the curvature at the base of the surface without affecting the height of the shape. 
The scaling ratio between forces and moments was found to be consistent with that estimated 
though an analysis of arc lengths as presented in Section 4.2. It was found that the moments needed 
to be scaled 10 times larger than the scaling of the forces to achieve a reduction in curvature while 
maintaining an approximately constant height.  
The results obtained for the minimum in-plane principal strains represent the strains in the 
meridional direction (in-plane v direction) and the maximum in-plane principal strains represent 
the strains in the circumferential direction (in-plane u direction).  
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4.3.1 Iteration 1 – Smoothing Curvature 
Figure 14 shows the ABAQUS linear elastic analysis result for nodal displacement in the Z 
direction for the first iteration of the algorithm. In this iteration, the top of the shape deformed less 
than 1mm, while the nodes in the fillet at the base of the surface were positively displaced up to 
4mm. 
Figure 14: Hemispherical surface iteration 1 - Z displacement result 
Figure 15 presents the ABAQUS linear elastic analysis results for the minimum in-plane principal 
strain experienced throughout the surface.  The largest principal strain in this iteration was a 
compressive strain of approximately 0.13. In all of the results, the maximum in-plane principal 
strain values were consistently several orders of magnitude lower than the minimum in-plane 
principal strains. The maximum in-plane principal strains have been presented in Appendix C.  
2016 
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Figure 15: Hemispherical surface iteration 1 - in-plane principal strain result 
4.3.2 Iteration 2 – Intermediate Shape 
Figure 16 shows the result for the Z displacement of the nodes of the hemispherical surface after 
the second iteration of the algorithm. This iteration caused the nodes at the top of the surface to 
displace approximately half of the original height of the shape, while reducing the curvature across 
the entire surface. 
Figure 16: Hemispherical surface iteration 2 - Z displacement result 
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Figure 17 depicts the minimum in-plane principal strain for the second iteration of the algorithm. 
In this result, the largest strain was a compressive strain of 0.6092. As in the first iteration, 
the maximum in-plane principal strains were two orders of magnitude lower than the minimum 
in-plane principal strains. The results for the maximum in-plane principal strains have been 
presented in Appendix C.  
Figure 17: Hemispherical surface iteration 2 - in-plane principal strain result 
4.3.3 Iteration 3 – Reducing Shape to Flat Sheet 
Figure 18 indicates the nodal displacement in the Z direction for the third iteration of the algorithm. 
In this iteration the displacement of the highest node was found to be approximately 1.55mm, 
which was within the specified tolerance of 2mm of a flat sheet. Therefore, this was the final 
iteration of the algorithm. It was also noted that some of the nodes were displaced such that they 
had a negative Z coordinate, however, the most negative coordinate in the result was only -0.11mm 
and this kind of effect was expected when using an elastic solver.   
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Figure 18: Hemispherical surface iteration 3 - Z displacement result 
Figure 19 represents the minimum in-plane principal strains of the elements of the surface after the 
third iteration of the algorithm. The minimum in-plane principal strains were shown to be two 
orders of magnitude higher than the maximum in-plane principal strains. The results for the 
maximum in-plane principal strain have been presented in Appendix C.  
Figure 19: Hemispherical surface iteration 3 - in-plane principal strain result 
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5 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
This section presents the analysis of the results obtained for the intermediate shapes predicted for 
the hemispherical geometry. It will also make some comparison between the intermediate shapes 
predicted using the developed algorithm and those predicted in the work of Liu et al. (2014).  
5.1 MESH QUALITY 
The mesh used in this model consisted of triangular shell elements (S3 type ABAQUS elements) 
which were meshed in ANSYS Workbench 17.0 using the Mechanical Model block. To ensure that 
the curvature at the base of the element was accurately captured, the mesh in this area was refined 
with smaller elements.  
When the shape was meshed, there were several inconsistences noted around the fillet at the base 
of the surface, the most prominent of these have been circled in Figure 20. Although some 
inconsistencies were present, the mesh was refined enough that there was no noticeable detrimental 
effect on the results produced from the analysis. 
Figure 20: Mesh used for hemispherical shape 
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5.2 INTERMEDIATE SHAPES PREDICTED 
The intermediate shapes predicted using the developed algorithm were reasonable in comparison 
to the shapes predicted in the work of Liu et al. (2014). Though the deformation processes involved 
in TPIF differ slightly from those in SPIF, the intermediate shapes necessary for successful 
manufacture will be quite similar.  
Figure 21: Left: Intermediate shapes predicted by Liu et al. (2014), Right: Intermediate shapes predicted using developed algorithm 
Figure 21 above shows the intermediate shapes predicted by Liu et al. (2014) against the 
intermediate shapes predicted using the developed algorithm. It should be noted that in the work 
of Liu et al. (2014), the model was initially a flat sheet and was formed to the desired shape (with 
the material forming over a hemispherical backing die). However, in this algorithm, the material 
was deformed from the final desired shape, back into a flat sheet. Using the height of the shape as 
a reference point, the intermediate shapes predicted are quite similar. 
The intermediate shapes predicted by both methods attempt to construct the intermediate shapes 
with iterations that serve similar purposes. When transitioning from a flat sheet to the first 
intermediate shape (iteration 1 in Liu et al. (2014), iteration 2 in this algorithm), the height of the 
material is approximately half of the height of the final desired shape. The purpose of the next step 
in the forming process (iteration 2 in Liu et al. (2014), iteration 1 in this algorithm) is to raise the 
height of the material closer to the desired height, while keeping the keeping the curvature of the 
shape below the final desired curvature to avoid failure of the sheet. The final iteration of the 
forming (iteration 3 in Liu et al. (2014), iteration 1 in this algorithm) refines the high curvature 
areas of the shape without dramatically changing the height of the material.  
Although the ratio of scaling between the moments and the forces found using the scenario of an 
arc of constant radius between two points gave a good indication of the required scaling, the 
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assumption on which it was based was not particularly valid for the hemispherical shape tested. 
In the case of the hemisphere surface, the assumption of constant curvature did not hold true as 
there were two very different radii used, the 50mm radius for the shape of the hemisphere and the 
5mm radius at the base of the shape.  
Throughout each iteration of the algorithm, the nodal positions were updated according to the 
elastic deformation calculated using the ABAQUS explicit solver. The algorithm scales the 
Young’s modulus of the material by 0.003 to better capture the modulus of the material, which has 
undergone strain hardening, which occurs once the material beings to yield. Although the stresses 
predicted in the elastic solver are not representative of the stresses experienced by the material in 
the forming process, the principal strains calculated in ABAQUS can still be used as a good 
indicator of the strains that would be experienced by the material. The strains can be used as a 
rough approximation of the forming limits of each stage however, since the process being modelled 
is neither linear nor elastic, it cannot definitively represent the strains that will be physically 
experienced by the sheet during forming.   
At each iteration of the algorithm, the surface of the shape was updated according to the results of 
the linear elastic analysis conducted by ABQAUS in the previous iteration. As a consequence of 
this iterative process, any errors that occurred in one stage of forming (each iteration), or any 
inconsistencies in the mesh, are propagated though to the next iteration. This can cause the mesh 
to become ‘out of round’, resulting in the surface no longer being properly represented. In turn, 
this can cause undesired buckling/bulging effects and can lead to unreliable predictions of 
intermediate shapes. During the generation of the intermediate shapes for the hemispherical 
surface, the mesh maintained its smooth representation of the surface and errors carried through 
the mesh were not found to be an issue.  
The material used for the hemispherical model for the algorithm was the standard aluminium alloy 
material in ANSYS while the material used in the work of Liu et al. (2014) was aluminium alloy 
7075-O (AA 7075-O). As shown in Table 2, these materials have different material properties, with 
the Al alloy in ANSYS having a significantly higher tensile yield strength (280MPa for Al alloy 
vs 89MPa for AA 7075-O), while both materials have equivalent Young’s modulus. As a result, 
the material used to test the algorithm should be able to withstand higher strains. Therefore, the 
predicted intermediate shapes should be able to be successfully manufactured using ISF as the 
shapes predicted by Liu et al. (2014) were able to be formed without failure. 
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6 LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
There are several key limitations to predicting intermediate shapes for the ISF process using the 
developed algorithm and ABAQUS model. This section identifies key limitations of the algorithm 
and model used and proposes recommendations for improvement.  
6.1 ALGORITHM 
6.1.1 Scaling of Loads 
In the developed algorithm, the same scaling of forces and moments was applied to all of the nodes 
on the surface. As a result, the assumptions on which the load scaling theorised in Section 4.2 was 
based did not hold true, as the curvature of the surface was not constant. Having different load 
scaling factors for each region of constant curvature is recommended however, it may prove 
difficult to impose that the tangents where the sections of curvature meet remain consistent.  
6.1.2 Alternative methods 
The methods used to calculate the forces and moments to flatten the surface to a flat sheet were not 
the most sophisticated methods available, but still gave a good indication of the feasibility of using 
this type of method to predict intermediate shapes for ISF.   
An alternative model based on thermal strains could be implemented to calculate the forces 
required to compress the elements of the sheet. The thermal expansion of an element can be 
expressed as in Equation (24), and effects all of the dimensions of a material.  
Vf − V0
𝑉0
= 𝛼𝑣(Tf − T0) (24) 
Where Vf is the final (undeformed) volume of the element, V0 is the initial (deformed) volume of 
the element, Tf is the final temperature of the material, T0 is the initial material temperature and 𝛼𝑣 
is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion. By imposing that the final temperature of the sheet 
is lower than its initial temperature and assuming that the material expands when heated and 
contracts when cooled, the final volume of the element will be smaller than its initial volume. By 
using shell elements in a linear elastic analysis, the thickness of the element will remain constant 
while its dimensions in the meridional and circumferential directions to reduce. However, shrinking 
the element in this way could lead to undesired buckling of the material. 
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Alternative, more mathematically sophisticated, methods for estimating the curvatures of the 
shape could be implemented in future development of this algorithm to find more 
accurate approximations of curvature. One such method is conformal curvature flow as described 
by Crane (2013). Through the geometry processing algorithm developed by Crane (2013), 
the surface deformations are generalised in such a way that, within a specified refinement, the 
deformations are conformal. This means that the element’s shape is maintained throughout 
the deformation process. This algorithm is also not restricted to regions of constant curvature, 
which is useful in the application of intermediate shape prediction for ISF.  
The developed algorithm currently uses a limit on the acceptable vertical displacement (Z 
direction) of nodes to determine whether the shape has been successfully reduced to a flat sheet. 
The current criterion of a vertical displacement less than 2mm very challenging to achieve and 
should be modified to reflect the forming limits of the material (such as thinning of the sheet). If a 
criterion such as this were implemented, the final shape generated by the algorithm would be the 
first intermediate shape required to form the surface using ISF and the initial flat state of the 
material would not be required to be modelled. 
6.1.3 Forming limits 
Once the algorithm has been refined according to the aforementioned recommendations, forming 
limits for each iteration should be implemented to ensure that the intermediate shapes produced 
would be feasible to manufacture. One forming limit which could be implemented as an 
approximation of the intermediate shape’s manufacturability is the modified version of the sine 
law for predicting material thinning as described by Liu et al. (2014) in literature (Equation (3)). 
This forming limit would be well suited to this algorithm as it is dependent on the geometry of the 
elements in the mesh and can therefore be applied to an elastic model to give reasonable 
approximations of the real forming limits of the material. An initial approximation of the total 
number of intermediate shapes required for successful manufacture could be gained through the 
implementation of the relationship between total thickness thinning and the allowable thinning 
between each stage of forming as presented by J. Li et al. (2012) in Equation (4).  
Forming limits for each stage should be applied in the algorithm rather than in the elastic model as 
the material in the model does not yield and therefore does not capture the mechanisms of interest. 
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6.2 FEM MODELLING 
6.2.1 Approximating Plasticity 
In the algorithm, the Young’s modulus of the material was scaled by a factor of 0.003 to reflect the 
strain hardening modulus of the material as it deforms plastically. This scales both the forces and 
moments calculated by the algorithm to better reflect those in a plastic process, however, it does 
not capture the changed influence that the same ratio of forces and moments has on a plastic process 
as opposed to an elastic process. It is recommended that a more general relationship between the 
Young’s modulus and the strain hardening modulus of the material be utilised such that the 
algorithm can be applied more generally to any desired material.  
When considering the case of perfect plasticity (such as a plastic hinge), the bending moment per 
length is dependent on the square of the thickness. However, in an elastic process, the bending 
moment per length is dependent of the thickness cubed (as can be seen in Equation (19)). Therefore, 
when modelling the plastic deformation of the surface, the elastic approximation of the solution 
will tend to overestimate the bending stiffness. It is therefore recommended to alter the model such 
that the elastic resistance to bending is reduced, making the deformation more similar to that of a 
membrane. This could be done by intentionally altering the bending stiffness of the material, or by 
modelling the material with elements that have been made deliberately thinner than the physical 
sheet being modelled. 
6.2.2 Symmetric Model 
To optimise the computation time of the model in ABAQUS, it is recommended that surfaces are 
modelled using symmetry where possible to increase computational efficiency. In the case of the 
hemispherical surface used to test this algorithm, a quarter model of the surface could have been 
used with symmetry conditions on the section boundaries and the encastre (constrained 
displacements and rotations) conditions on the edge of the model where the sheet would be clamped 
in the forming machine. By using a quarter model of the surface, the mesh used on the surface can 
be refined to give more detailed results for the same computational effort as a full model with a 
lower quality meshing.  
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
The ability to predict the geometry of intermediate shapes in incremental sheet metal forming is 
necessary for the successful manufacture of challenging shapes. The aim of the current work was 
to predict the intermediate shapes required to create a hemispherical surface using single-point 
incremental sheet forming. This was achieved through implementing the developed algorithm to 
iteratively apply forces and moments calculated from the shape’s geometry to ‘unbend’ the material 
from the final desired shape back into its initial flat state. The deformation of the geometry was 
solved using the linear elastic solver in ABAQUS and this process was iterated until the updated 
shape was within the specified 2mm tolerance of a flat sheet.  
When compared to the intermediate shapes predicted in the work of Liu et al. (2014), it was found 
that the developed algorithm was capable of predicting similar geometries. This verifies that 
predicting intermediate shapes by simulating the forming process is reverse using a linear elastic 
analysis is capable of producing a reasonable first approximation of the intermediate shape 
geometry.  
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9 APPENDICES 
A. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL SCRIPT DEVELOPED TO
CALCULATE LOADS
A.1. SCRIPT FOR FIRST ITERATION (FINAL DESIRED GEOMETRY)
1. """
2. EMMALINE A. CLARK
3. Student Number: 43232479
4.
5. Python Version: 3.4.1
6.
7. 27/10/2016
8.
9. This script calculates the intial loads to be applied to the final desired
10. geometry using the algorithm developed by Dr William Daniel and a new input file
11. with the calculated loads applied is written in ABAQUS format.
12.
13. This script takes the geometry of the final desired shape in an input (.inp) file
14. format and writes a new input file with the specified scaling of loads applied.
15.
16. To run this script, the input file being written to must already exist within
17. the same folder as this script. This script prompts the user for the following
18. information (in units consistent with the input files supplied where
19. applicable):
20.
21. MATERIAL INFORMATION:
22. -Young's Modulus
23. -Poisson's Ratio
24.
25. GEOMETRIC INFORMATION:
26. -Element (sheet) Thickness
27.
28. FILE INFORMATION:
29. -Input file (.inp) of final desired geometry
30. -Scaling factor to be applied to the calculated moments
31. -Scaling factor to be applied to the calculated forces
32. -Empty input file (.inp) to write the loading and geometry data to
33.
34. When run in Python version 3.4.1, file names should be entered with the file
35. extension included. For example, if the name of the input file is 'test', the
36. file name entered should be test.inp
37.
38. """
39.
40. from __future__ import division
41. import numpy as np
42. from numpy import transpose as tr
43. from numpy import dot
44. from numpy.linalg import norm, inv, matrix_rank
45. from math import sqrt
46.
47. ### Note in file formats the line numbers begin at 1 not 0
48. ### Note Matlab line indexing starts at 1 not 0
49.
50. #-----------------------------------------------------------
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51. #  Extracting node and element data from input file 
52. #-----------------------------------------------------------
53.
54. Ns = []
55. Ms = []
56.
57. inp_file = input('ABAQUS input file to read geometry from: ')
58.
59. f = open(inp_file)
60. FileNodes = []
61. FileElements = []
62. total_line_count = 0
63.
64. nodes = False
65. elements = False
66.
67. for line in iter(f.readline, ''):
68. total_line_count += 1
69. if total_line_count < 3:
70. continue
71. if '*ELEMENT' in line:
72. nodes = False
73. elements = True
74. continue
75. if '*NODE' in line:
76. nodes = True
77. elements = False
78. FileNodes.append([0,0,0])#indexing correction
79. continue
80. if '*MATERIAL' in line:
81. nodes = False
82. elements = False
83. continue
84.
85. if (nodes==True and elements==False): #nodes = True and elements = False
86. split_line = line.split(',')
87. split_line.pop(0)
88. i = 0
89. if line.startswith('*'):
90.  continue #ignores lines containing * 
91. for string in split_line:
92.  split_line[i] = float(string.split().pop()) 
93.  i+=1 
94. FileNodes.append(split_line)
95. continue
96. elif (nodes==False and elements==True): #nodes = False and elements = True
97. split_line = line.split(',')
98. split_line.pop(0)
99. i = 0
100.  if line.startswith('*'): 
101.    continue #ignores lines containing * 
102.  for string in split_line:   
103.  split_line[i] = int(string.split().pop()) 
104.    i+=1   
105.  FileElements.append(split_line) 
106.  continue   
107. else: #condition when nodes = False and elements = False
108.         continue
109.
110. Ns = np.array([e for e in FileNodes if e])
111. Ms = np.array([e for e in FileElements if e])
112.
113. f.close
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114. 
115. t = float(input("Please enter a thickness for the material: "))
116. E = float(input("Please enter the Young's Modulus of the material: "))
117. E = E*0.003 #scaled for strain hardening modulus
118. nu = float(input("Please enter Poisson's ratio for the material: "))
119.
120. #-----------------------------------------------------------
121. #  Calculating loads 
122. #-----------------------------------------------------------
123.
124. S0 = np.shape(Ms)
125. S1 = S0[0]
126. S2 = np.shape(Ns)
127. S3 = S2[0]
128. magnitude = []*S1
129.
130. # side vectors
131. e1 = tr(np.array([Ns[Ms[:,1],0]-Ns[Ms[:,0],0],Ns[Ms[:,1],1]-
Ns[Ms[:,0],1],Ns[Ms[:,1],2]-Ns[Ms[:,0],2]]))
132. e2 = tr(np.array([Ns[Ms[:,2],0]-Ns[Ms[:,1],0],Ns[Ms[:,2],1]-
Ns[Ms[:,1],1],Ns[Ms[:,2],2]-Ns[Ms[:,1],2]]))
133. e3 = tr(np.array([Ns[Ms[:,0],0]-Ns[Ms[:,2],0],Ns[Ms[:,0],1]-
Ns[Ms[:,2],1],Ns[Ms[:,0],2]-Ns[Ms[:,2],2]]))
134. 
135. # element normals
136. enormal = np.cross(e1,e2)
137. for i in range(0,S1):
138. magnitude.append(norm(enormal[i][:]))
139. enormal[i][:] = enormal[i][:]/magnitude[i]
140. if enormal[i][2] < 0:
141.  enormal[i][:] = -enormal[i][:] 
142. 
143. ncount = np.zeros((S3,1))
144. Nnormal = np.zeros((S3,3))
145.
146. # nodal normals
147. for i in range(0,S1):
148. nodes = Ms[i,:]
149. Nnormal[nodes[0]] = Nnormal[nodes[0]] + tr(enormal[:][i])*magnitude[i]
150. Nnormal[nodes[1]] = Nnormal[nodes[1]] + tr(enormal[:][i])*magnitude[i]
151. Nnormal[nodes[2]] = Nnormal[nodes[2]] + tr(enormal[:][i])*magnitude[i]
152. ncount[nodes] = ncount[nodes] + magnitude[i]
153.
154. for i in range(0, S3):
155. if i == 0: #case where division by zero will occur as the first row is a row
of zeros
156.  Nnormal[i][:] = Nnormal[i][:] 
157. else:
158.  Nnormal[i][:] = Nnormal[i][:]/ncount[i]  # average nodal normals 
159.
160. # u and v vectors
161. u = np.zeros((3,S1))
162. v = np.zeros((3,S1))
163.
164. curvx = []*S1
165. curvy = []*S1
166. curvxy = []*S1
167.
168. for i in range(0,S1):
169. u[0,i] = -enormal[i][1]
170. u[1,i] = enormal[i][0]
171. u[2][i] = 0
172. if norm(u[:,i]) > 0:
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173.  u[:,i] = u[:,i]/norm(u[:,i]) 
174. else:
175.  u[0,i] = 1  #element in xy plane has u = x 
176. 
177. v[:,i] = np.cross(enormal[i,:],tr(u[:,i]))
178. if norm(v[:,i]) > 0:
179.  v[:,i] = v[:,i]/norm(v[:,i]) 
180. else:
181.  v[1,i] = 1 
182. 
183.     if enormal[i,2] < 1:    # excluding horizontal elements   
184.         amatrix=np.array([[dot(e1[i,:],u[:,i]),dot(e1[i,:],v[:,i]),0],[0,dot(e1[
i,:],u[:,i]),dot(e1[i,:],v[:,i])],[dot(e2[i,:],u[:,i]),dot(e2[i,:],v[:,i]),0],[0,dot(e2
[i,:],u[:,i]),dot(e2[i,:],v[:,i])],[dot(e3[i,:],u[:,i]),dot(e3[i,:],v[:,i]),0],[0,dot(e
3[i,:],u[:,i]),dot(e3[i,:],v[:,i])]])   
185.         bmatrix = dot(tr(amatrix),amatrix)   
186.         RHS = np.array([[dot((Nnormal[Ms[i,1],:]-
Nnormal[Ms[i,0],:]),u[:,i])],[dot((Nnormal[Ms[i,1],:]-
Nnormal[Ms[i,0],:]),v[:,i])],[dot((Nnormal[Ms[i,2],:]-
Nnormal[Ms[i,1],:]),u[:,i])],[dot((Nnormal[Ms[i,2],:]-
Nnormal[Ms[i,1],:]),v[:,i])],[dot((Nnormal[Ms[i,0],:]-
Nnormal[Ms[i,2],:]),u[:,i])],[dot((Nnormal[Ms[i,0],:]-Nnormal[Ms[i,2],:]),v[:,i])]]) 
187.         RHS1 = dot(tr(amatrix),RHS) 
188. 
189.  if matrix_rank(bmatrix) > 2: 
190.    curv = dot(inv(bmatrix),RHS1) 
191.  else:   
192.  curv = np.array([[0],[0],[0]]) 
193. 
194.  curvx.append(float(curv[0])) # curving in the u direction 
195.  curvy.append(float(curv[2])) # curving in the v direction 
196.  curvxy.append(float(curv[1])) # twist   
197. 
198. else:
199.  curvx.append(0)  
200.  curvy.append(0)  
201.  curvxy.append(0) 
202.
203. # forces and moments
204. E1 = E/(1.0-nu**2)
205. F1 = np.zeros((S1,3)) #empty matrices to append to
206. F2 = np.zeros((S1,3))
207. F3 = np.zeros((S1,3))
208. M1 = np.zeros((S1,3))
209. M2 = np.zeros((S1,3))
210. M3 = np.zeros((S1,3))
211.
212. scale_m = float(input("Please enter a scale for the moments: "))
213. scale_f = float(input("Please enter a scale for the forces: "))
214.
215. for i in range(0,S1):
216. vh = sqrt(v[0,i]**2+v[1,i]**2)
217. ev = 1.0/vh-1.0  #sine law strain 
218.
219. if ev < 2: #limiting strain when ev tends towards 0 -> very large forces
220.         ev = ev - (ev**2)/4
221. else:
222.  ev = 1 
223. 
224. rot = np.array([u[:,i],v[:,i],enormal[i,:]])
225. uv = dot(rot, tr(np.array([Ns[Ms[i,0],:],Ns[Ms[i,1],:],Ns[Ms[i,2],:]])))  #u
, v coodinates of nodes of one element
226.
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227. # terms of the B matrix
228. b1 = uv[1,1] - uv[1,2]
229. c1 = uv[0,2] - uv[0,1]
230. b2 = uv[1,2] - uv[1,0]
231. c2 = uv[0,0] - uv[0,2]
232. b3 = uv[1,0] - uv[1,1]
233. c3 = uv[0,1] - uv[0,0]
234. B = np.array([[b1,0,b2,0,b3,0],[0,c1,0,c2,0,c3]])
235. F = dot(tr(B),np.array([[E1*nu],[E1]]))*ev*t/2*scale_f  #forces caus
ing strain in the v direction - nodal Fu, Fv for one element
236. M = dot(tr(B),np.array([[E1],[E1*nu]]))*curvy[i]*t**3/24*scale_m  #moments c
ausing curving in the v direction  Mv is a moment about u  Mu is about v
237. 
238. F1[i,:] = tr(dot(tr(rot),np.array([[F[0]],[F[1]],[0]])))  #forces at nodes o
f current element in x,y,z
239. F2[i,:] = tr(dot(tr(rot),np.array([[F[2]],[F[3]],[0]])))
240. F3[i,:] = tr(dot(tr(rot),np.array([[F[4]],[F[5]],[0]])))
241. M1[i,:] = tr(dot(tr(rot),np.array([[-
M[1]],[M[0]],[0]])))  #moments at nodes of current elementabout x,y,z
242. M2[i,:] = tr(dot(tr(rot),np.array([[-
M[3]],[M[2]],[0]])))  #M(1) is about u, M(0) is about v 
243. M3[i,:] = tr(dot(tr(rot),np.array([[-M[5]],[M[4]],[0]])))
244.
245. # nodal forces and moments in global coordinates
246. Fx = np.zeros((S3,1))
247. Fy = np.zeros((S3,1))
248. Fz = np.zeros((S3,1))
249. Mx = np.zeros((S3,1))
250. My = np.zeros((S3,1))
251. Mz = np.zeros((S3,1))
252.
253. for i in range(0,S1):
254. Fx[Ms[i,0]] = Fx[Ms[i,0]] + F1[i,0]
255. Fx[Ms[i,1]] = Fx[Ms[i,1]] + F2[i,0]
256. Fx[Ms[i,2]] = Fx[Ms[i,2]] + F3[i,0]
257. Fy[Ms[i,0]] = Fy[Ms[i,0]] + F1[i,1]
258. Fy[Ms[i,1]] = Fy[Ms[i,1]] + F2[i,1]
259. Fy[Ms[i,2]] = Fy[Ms[i,2]] + F3[i,1]
260. Fz[Ms[i,0]] = Fz[Ms[i,0]] + F1[i,2]
261. Fz[Ms[i,1]] = Fz[Ms[i,1]] + F2[i,2]
262. Fz[Ms[i,2]] = Fz[Ms[i,2]] + F3[i,2]
263. Mx[Ms[i,0]] = Mx[Ms[i,0]] + M1[i,0]
264. Mx[Ms[i,1]] = Mx[Ms[i,1]] + M2[i,0]
265. Mx[Ms[i,2]] = Mx[Ms[i,2]] + M3[i,0]
266. My[Ms[i,0]] = My[Ms[i,0]] + M1[i,1]
267. My[Ms[i,1]] = My[Ms[i,1]] + M2[i,1]
268. My[Ms[i,2]] = My[Ms[i,2]] + M3[i,1]
269. Mz[Ms[i,0]] = Mz[Ms[i,0]] + M1[i,2]
270. Mz[Ms[i,1]] = Mz[Ms[i,1]] + M2[i,2]
271. Mz[Ms[i,2]] = Mz[Ms[i,2]] + M3[i,2]
272.
273. #---------------------------------------------------------------
274. #  Writing input file with calcuated loads in ABAQUS format 
275. #---------------------------------------------------------------
276.
277. # Finding correct place in new file to place the loading data
278. f = open(inp_file)
279. f_old = f.readlines()
280.
281. result_file = input('ABAQUS input file to write loadings to: ')
282. f_new = open(result_file, 'w')
283.
284. pos = 0
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285. ref = 0
286. step_write = False
287. for pos, line in enumerate(f_old):
288. pos +=1
289. f_new.write(line)
290. if '*ELEMENT' in line:
291.  ref = pos 
292.  continue 
293. 
294. if pos == ref+len(Ms)+1:
295.         f_new.write("*ELSET,elset=ALL_ELS,generate\n") #define element set as AL
L_ELS, generate adds elements to the set as defined below
296.  f_new.write("1," + str(len(Ms)) +", 1\n") 
297.  f_new.write("**\n")   
298.  f_new.write("*SHELL SECTION, elset=ALL_ELS, material=Aluminum Alloy\n") 
299.  f_new.write("1.016\n") 
300.  f_new.write("**\n")   
301.  continue   
302. 
303. if '*SPECIFIC HEAT' in line:
304.  step_write = True 
305.  ref = pos 
306.  continue  
307. 
308. if step_write == True and pos == ref + 2: # overwrite the *STEP command
309.
310.  f_new.write("*STEP, name=Step-1, nlgeom=NO\n") 
311.  f_new.write("Loading\n")   
312.  f_new.write("*Static\n")   
313.  f_new.write("1., 1., 1e-05, 1.\n") 
314.  f_new.write("**\n")   
315.  f_new.write("** LOAD\n")   
316. 
317.  f_new.write("*CLOAD\n")   
318.  f_new.write("**x forces\n")   
319.  for i in range(1,len(Fx)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correction) 
320.    f_new.write("{0},1,{1}\n".format(i, float(Fx[i])))   
321.  f_new.write("**\n")   
322.  f_new.write("**y forces\n")   
323.  for i in range(1,len(Fy)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correction) 
324.    f_new.write("{0},2,{1}\n".format(i, float(Fy[i])))   
325.  f_new.write("**\n")   
326.  f_new.write("**z forces\n")   
327.  for i in range(1,len(Fz)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correction) 
328.    f_new.write("{0},3,{1}\n".format(i, float(Fz[i])))   
329.  f_new.write("**\n")   
330.  f_new.write("**x moments\n")   
331.  for i in range(1,len(Mx)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correction) 
332.    f_new.write("{0},4,{1}\n".format(i, float(Mx[i])))   
333.  f_new.write("**\n")   
334.  f_new.write("**y moments\n")   
335.  for i in range(1,len(My)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correction) 
336.    f_new.write("{0},5,{1}\n".format(i, float(My[i])))   
337.  f_new.write("**\n")   
338.  f_new.write("**z moments\n")   
339.  for i in range(1,len(Mz)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correction) 
340.    f_new.write("{0},6,{1}\n".format(i, float(Mz[i]))) 
341.  f_new.write("**\n")   
342.  f_new.write("*ENDSTEP\n")   
343.  f_new.write("** End of Data\n")   
344.  break   
345. f_new.close()
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A.2. SCRIPT FOR SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS
1. """
2. EMMALINE A. CLARK
3. Student Number: 43232479
4.
5. Python Version: 3.4.1
6.
7. 27/10/2016
8.
9. This script updates the geometry of the surface after running an elastic analysis
10. in ABAQUS using the loads calculated in this script's predecessor. The new loads
11. are then calculated using the algorithm developed by Dr William Daniel and
12. written to a new input file in ABAQUS format.
13.
14. This script takes the input file used by ABAQUS in the previous iteration and the
15. report file (.rpt) containing data pretaining to the unique nodal displacements
16. to calculate new nodal positions of the geometry. These new positions are written
17. to a new input file, and the new loads to be applied are calculated using the
18. updated geometry input file.
19.
20. To run this script, the input files being written to must already exist within
21. the same folder as this script. This script prompts the user for the following
22. information (in units consistent with the input files supplied where
23. applicable):
24.
25. MATERIAL INFORMATION:
26. -Young's Modulus
27. -Poisson's Ratio
28.
29. GEOMETRIC INFORMATION:
30. -Element (sheet) Thickness
31.
32. FILE INFORMATION:
33. -Input file (.inp) used by ABAQUS for the previous iteration
34. -ABAQUS report file (.rpt) with unique nodal spatial displacement field output
35. -Empty input file (.inp) to write geometry data to
36. -Scaling factor to be applied to the calculated moments
37. -Scaling factor to be applied to the calculated forces
38. -Empty input file (.inp) to write the new loading and geometry data to
39.
40. When run in Python version 3.4.1, file names should be entered with the file
41. extension included. For example, if the name of the input file is 'test', the
42. file name entered should be test.inp
43.
44. """
45.
46. from __future__ import division
47. import numpy as np
48. from numpy import transpose as tr
49. from numpy import dot
50. from numpy.linalg import norm, inv, matrix_rank
51. from math import sqrt
52.
53. ### Note in file formats the line numbers begin at 1 not 0
54. ### Note Matlab line indexing starts at 1 not 0
55.
56. #-----------------------------------------------------------
57. #  Extracting node data from previous input file 
58. #-----------------------------------------------------------
59.
60. f_input = open(input('Geometry from previous iteration: '))
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61. f_result = open(input('ABAQUS report with nodal displacement data: '))
62.
63. FileNodes = []
64. total_line_count = 0
65. nodes = False
66.
67. for line in iter(f_input.readline, ''):
68. total_line_count += 1
69. if total_line_count < 3:
70. continue
71. if '*NODE' in line:
72. nodes = True
73. FileNodes.append([0,0,0])  #indexing correction
74. continue
75. if '*ELEMENT' in line:
76. nodes = False
77.
78. if nodes == True:
79. split_line = line.split(',')
80. split_line.pop(0)
81. i = 0
82. if line.startswith('*'):
83.  continue #ignores lines containing * 
84. for string in split_line:
85.  split_line[i] = float(string.split().pop()) 
86.  i+=1 
87. FileNodes.append(split_line)
88. continue
89.
90. #--------------------------------------------------------------
91. #  Extracting nodal displacement data from ABAQUS report file 
92. #--------------------------------------------------------------
93.
94. displacements = False
95. U = []
96. ref = 0
97.
98. for line in iter(f_result.readline, ''):
99. ref += 1
100. if 'Node Label U.Magnitude' in line: #First two labels in displacement t
able heading
101.  displacements = True   
102.  U.append([0,0,0])#indexing correction 
103.  ref = 0   
104.  continue   
105. 
106. if len(U) == len(FileNodes):
107.         break
108. if displacements == True:
109.  if ref < 3: #skips the first 3 lines after the keyword (file information
) 
110.    continue   
111.  split_line = line.split()   
112.  split_line.pop(0) #removes the node number from the line   
113.  split_line.pop(0) #removes the displacement magnitude from the line 
114.  i = 0   
115.  for string in split_line:   
116.  split_line[i] = float(string.split().pop()) 
117.    i+=1   
118.  U.append(split_line) 
119.  continue   
120. f_result.close()
121.
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122. #-----------------------------------------------------------
123. #  Updating nodal positions 
124. #-----------------------------------------------------------
125.
126. updated_nodes = []
127.
128. for node_num, coord in enumerate(FileNodes):
129. position = []
130. for i in range(0, len(FileNodes[0])): #coordinates 0,1,2 (x,y,z)
131.         coord = FileNodes[node_num][i] + U[node_num][i]
132.         position.append(coord)
133. updated_nodes.append(position)
134.
135. #-----------------------------------------------------------
136. #  Check maximum Z coordinate of nodes 
137. #-----------------------------------------------------------
138.
139. z_coord = []
140. for coord in updated_nodes:
141. z_coord.append(coord[2])
142. print("Maximum Z coordinate = ", max(z_coord))
143.
144. #-----------------------------------------------------------
145. #  Writing input file with updated nodal positions 
146. #-----------------------------------------------------------
147.
148. f_input.seek(0)
149. f_old = f_input.readlines()
150.
151. f_update_nodes = input('Input file to write updated node positions to: ')
152. f_write_update = open(f_update_nodes, 'w')
153.
154. pos = 0
155. ref = 0
156. write = True
157. test = True
158. for pos, line in enumerate(f_old):
159. pos +=1
160. if write == True:
161.  f_write_update.write(line) 
162. 
163. if '*NODE' in line:
164.  write = False 
165.  ref = pos   
166.  for i in range(1,len(updated_nodes)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correcti
on) 
167.  f_write_update.write("{0},{1}\n".format(i, (str(updated_nodes[i])).s
trip('['']'))) 
168.  f_write_update.write("**\n") 
169. 
170. if pos == ref + len(updated_nodes):
171.  write = True 
172.  continue 
173. 
174. f_write_update.close()
175.
176. #-----------------------------------------------------------
177. #  Extracting node and element data from input file 
178. #-----------------------------------------------------------
179.
180. f_update = open(f_update_nodes, 'r')
181.
182. Ns = []
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183. Ms = []
184.
185. FileNodes = []
186. FileElements = []
187. total_line_count = 0
188.
189. nodes = False
190. elements = False
191.
192. for line in iter(f_update.readline, ''):
193. total_line_count += 1
194. if total_line_count < 3:
195.         continue
196. if '*ELEMENT' in line:
197.  nodes = False 
198.  elements = True 
199.  continue   
200. if '*NODE' in line:
201.  nodes = True 
202.  elements = False   
203.  FileNodes.append([0,0,0])#indexing correction 
204.  continue   
205. if '*MATERIAL' in line:
206.  nodes = False 
207.  elements = False 
208.  continue   
209. 
210. if (nodes==True and elements==False): #nodes = True and elements = False
211.  split_line = line.split(',') 
212.  split_line.pop(0)   
213.  i = 0   
214.  if line.startswith('*'): 
215.    continue #ignores lines containing * 
216.  for string in split_line:   
217.  split_line[i] = float(string.split().pop()) 
218.    i+=1   
219.  FileNodes.append(split_line) 
220.  continue   
221. elif (nodes==False and elements==True): #nodes = False and elements = True
222.  split_line = line.split(',') 
223.  split_line.pop(0)   
224.  i = 0   
225.  if line.startswith('*'): 
226.    continue #ignores lines containing * 
227.  for string in split_line:   
228.  split_line[i] = int(string.split().pop()) 
229.    i+=1   
230.  FileElements.append(split_line) 
231.  continue   
232. else: #condition when nodes = False and elements = False
233.         continue
234.
235. Ns = np.array([e for e in FileNodes if e])
236. Ms = np.array([e for e in FileElements if e])
237.
238. f_update.close
239.
240. t = float(input("Please enter a thickness for the material: "))
241. E = float(input("Please enter the Young's Modulus of the material: "))
242. E = E*0.003 #scaled for strain hardening modulus
243. nu = float(input("Please enter Poisson's ratio for the material: "))
244.
245. #-----------------------------------------------------------
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246. #  Calculating new loads to be applied 
247. #-----------------------------------------------------------
248.
249. S0 = np.shape(Ms)
250. S1 = S0[0]
251. S2 = np.shape(Ns)
252. S3 = S2[0]
253. magnitude = []*S1
254.
255. # side vectors
256. e1 = tr(np.array([Ns[Ms[:,1],0]-Ns[Ms[:,0],0],Ns[Ms[:,1],1]-
Ns[Ms[:,0],1],Ns[Ms[:,1],2]-Ns[Ms[:,0],2]]))
257. e2 = tr(np.array([Ns[Ms[:,2],0]-Ns[Ms[:,1],0],Ns[Ms[:,2],1]-
Ns[Ms[:,1],1],Ns[Ms[:,2],2]-Ns[Ms[:,1],2]]))
258. e3 = tr(np.array([Ns[Ms[:,0],0]-Ns[Ms[:,2],0],Ns[Ms[:,0],1]-
Ns[Ms[:,2],1],Ns[Ms[:,0],2]-Ns[Ms[:,2],2]]))
259. 
260. # element normals
261. enormal = np.cross(e1,e2)
262. for i in range(0,S1):
263. magnitude.append(norm(enormal[i][:]))
264. enormal[i][:] = enormal[i][:]/magnitude[i]
265. if enormal[i][2] < 0:
266.  enormal[i][:] = -enormal[i][:] 
267. 
268. ncount = np.zeros((S3,1))
269. Nnormal = np.zeros((S3,3))
270.
271. # nodal normals
272. for i in range(0,S1):
273. nodes = Ms[i,:]
274. Nnormal[nodes[0]] = Nnormal[nodes[0]] + tr(enormal[:][i])*magnitude[i]
275. Nnormal[nodes[1]] = Nnormal[nodes[1]] + tr(enormal[:][i])*magnitude[i]
276. Nnormal[nodes[2]] = Nnormal[nodes[2]] + tr(enormal[:][i])*magnitude[i]
277. ncount[nodes] = ncount[nodes] + magnitude[i]
278.
279. for i in range(0, S3):
280. if i == 0: #case where division by zero will occur as the first row is a row
of zeros
281.  Nnormal[i][:] = Nnormal[i][:] 
282. else:
283.  Nnormal[i][:] = Nnormal[i][:]/ncount[i]  # average nodal normals 
284.
285. # u and v vectors
286. u = np.zeros((3,S1))
287. v = np.zeros((3,S1))
288.
289. curvx = []*S1
290. curvy = []*S1
291. curvxy = []*S1
292.
293. for i in range(0,S1):
294. u[0,i] = -enormal[i][1]
295. u[1,i] = enormal[i][0]
296. u[2][i] = 0
297. if norm(u[:,i]) > 0:
298.  u[:,i] = u[:,i]/norm(u[:,i]) 
299. else:
300.  u[0,i] = 1  #element in xy plane has u = x 
301. 
302. v[:,i] = np.cross(enormal[i,:],tr(u[:,i]))
303. if norm(v[:,i]) > 0:
304.  v[:,i] = v[:,i]/norm(v[:,i]) 
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305. else:
306.  v[1,i] = 1 
307. 
308.     if enormal[i,2] < 1:    # excluding horizontal elements   
309.         amatrix=np.array([[dot(e1[i,:],u[:,i]),dot(e1[i,:],v[:,i]),0],[0,dot(e1[
i,:],u[:,i]),dot(e1[i,:],v[:,i])],[dot(e2[i,:],u[:,i]),dot(e2[i,:],v[:,i]),0],[0,dot(e2
[i,:],u[:,i]),dot(e2[i,:],v[:,i])],[dot(e3[i,:],u[:,i]),dot(e3[i,:],v[:,i]),0],[0,dot(e
3[i,:],u[:,i]),dot(e3[i,:],v[:,i])]])   
310.         bmatrix = dot(tr(amatrix),amatrix)   
311.         RHS = np.array([[dot((Nnormal[Ms[i,1],:]-
Nnormal[Ms[i,0],:]),u[:,i])],[dot((Nnormal[Ms[i,1],:]-
Nnormal[Ms[i,0],:]),v[:,i])],[dot((Nnormal[Ms[i,2],:]-
Nnormal[Ms[i,1],:]),u[:,i])],[dot((Nnormal[Ms[i,2],:]-
Nnormal[Ms[i,1],:]),v[:,i])],[dot((Nnormal[Ms[i,0],:]-
Nnormal[Ms[i,2],:]),u[:,i])],[dot((Nnormal[Ms[i,0],:]-Nnormal[Ms[i,2],:]),v[:,i])]]) 
312.         RHS1 = dot(tr(amatrix),RHS) 
313. 
314.  if matrix_rank(bmatrix) > 2: 
315.    curv = dot(inv(bmatrix),RHS1) 
316.  else:   
317.  curv = np.array([[0],[0],[0]]) 
318. 
319.  curvx.append(float(curv[0])) # curving in the u direction 
320.  curvy.append(float(curv[2])) # curving in the v direction 
321.  curvxy.append(float(curv[1])) # twist   
322. 
323. else:
324.  curvx.append(0)  
325.  curvy.append(0)  
326.  curvxy.append(0) 
327.
328. # forces and moments
329. E1 = E/(1.0-nu**2)
330.
331. F1 = np.zeros((S1,3)) #empty matrices to append to
332. F2 = np.zeros((S1,3))
333. F3 = np.zeros((S1,3))
334. M1 = np.zeros((S1,3))
335. M2 = np.zeros((S1,3))
336. M3 = np.zeros((S1,3))
337.
338. scale_m = float(input("Please enter a scale for the moments: "))
339. scale_f = float(input("Please enter a scale for the forces: "))
340.
341. for i in range(0,S1):
342. vh = sqrt(v[0,i]**2+v[1,i]**2)
343. ev = 1.0/vh-1.0  #sine law strain 
344.
345. if ev < 2: #limiting strain when ev tends towards 0 -> very large forces
346.         ev = ev - (ev**2)/4
347. else:
348.  ev = 1 
349. 
350. rot = np.array([u[:,i],v[:,i],enormal[i,:]])
351. uv = dot(rot, tr(np.array([Ns[Ms[i,0],:],Ns[Ms[i,1],:],Ns[Ms[i,2],:]])))  #u
, v coodinates of nodes of one element
352. 
353. # terms of the B matrix
354. b1 = uv[1,1] - uv[1,2]
355. c1 = uv[0,2] - uv[0,1]
356. b2 = uv[1,2] - uv[1,0]
357. c2 = uv[0,0] - uv[0,2]
358. b3 = uv[1,0] - uv[1,1]
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359. c3 = uv[0,1] - uv[0,0]
360. B = np.array([[b1,0,b2,0,b3,0],[0,c1,0,c2,0,c3]])
361. F = dot(tr(B),np.array([[E1*nu],[E1]]))*ev*t/2*scale_f  #forces caus
ing strain in the v direction - nodal Fu, Fv for one element
362. M = dot(tr(B),np.array([[E1],[E1*nu]]))*curvy[i]*t**3/24*scale_m  #moments c
ausing curving in the v direction  Mv is a moment about u  Mu is about v
363. F1[i,:] = tr(dot(tr(rot),np.array([[F[0]],[F[1]],[0]])))  #forces at nodes o
f current element in x,y,z
364. F2[i,:] = tr(dot(tr(rot),np.array([[F[2]],[F[3]],[0]])))
365. F3[i,:] = tr(dot(tr(rot),np.array([[F[4]],[F[5]],[0]])))
366. M1[i,:] = tr(dot(tr(rot),np.array([[-
M[1]],[M[0]],[0]])))  #moments at nodes of current elementabout x,y,z
367. M2[i,:] = tr(dot(tr(rot),np.array([[-
M[3]],[M[2]],[0]])))  #M(1) is about u, M(0) is about v 
368. M3[i,:] = tr(dot(tr(rot),np.array([[-M[5]],[M[4]],[0]])))
369.
370. # nodal forces and moments in global coordinates
371. Fx = np.zeros((S3,1))
372. Fy = np.zeros((S3,1))
373. Fz = np.zeros((S3,1))
374. Mx = np.zeros((S3,1))
375. My = np.zeros((S3,1))
376. Mz = np.zeros((S3,1))
377.
378. for i in range(0,S1):
379. Fx[Ms[i,0]] = Fx[Ms[i,0]] + F1[i,0]
380. Fx[Ms[i,1]] = Fx[Ms[i,1]] + F2[i,0]
381. Fx[Ms[i,2]] = Fx[Ms[i,2]] + F3[i,0]
382. Fy[Ms[i,0]] = Fy[Ms[i,0]] + F1[i,1]
383. Fy[Ms[i,1]] = Fy[Ms[i,1]] + F2[i,1]
384. Fy[Ms[i,2]] = Fy[Ms[i,2]] + F3[i,1]
385. Fz[Ms[i,0]] = Fz[Ms[i,0]] + F1[i,2]
386. Fz[Ms[i,1]] = Fz[Ms[i,1]] + F2[i,2]
387. Fz[Ms[i,2]] = Fz[Ms[i,2]] + F3[i,2]
388. Mx[Ms[i,0]] = Mx[Ms[i,0]] + M1[i,0]
389. Mx[Ms[i,1]] = Mx[Ms[i,1]] + M2[i,0]
390. Mx[Ms[i,2]] = Mx[Ms[i,2]] + M3[i,0]
391. My[Ms[i,0]] = My[Ms[i,0]] + M1[i,1]
392. My[Ms[i,1]] = My[Ms[i,1]] + M2[i,1]
393. My[Ms[i,2]] = My[Ms[i,2]] + M3[i,1]
394. Mz[Ms[i,0]] = Mz[Ms[i,0]] + M1[i,2]
395. Mz[Ms[i,1]] = Mz[Ms[i,1]] + M2[i,2]
396. Mz[Ms[i,2]] = Mz[Ms[i,2]] + M3[i,2]
397.
398. #-----------------------------------------------------------
399. #  Writing input file with new loads in ABAQUS format 
400. #-----------------------------------------------------------
401.
402. # Finding correct place in new file to place the loading data
403.
404. f_read = open(f_update_nodes)
405. f_new = open(input('Input file to write current iteration loadings to: '),'w')
406.
407. pos = 0
408. ref = 0
409. step_write = False
410. for line in f_read:
411. pos +=1
412. f_new.write(line)
413. if '*ELEMENT' in line:
414.  ref = pos 
415.  continue 
416.
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417. if pos == ref+len(Ms)+1:
418.         f_new.write("*ELSET,elset=ALL_ELS,generate\n") #define element set as AL
L_ELS, generate adds elements to the set as defined below
419.  f_new.write("1," + str(len(Ms)) +", 1\n") 
420.  f_new.write("**\n")   
421.  f_new.write("*SHELL SECTION, elset=ALL_ELS, material=Aluminum Alloy\n") 
422.  f_new.write("1.016\n") 
423.  f_new.write("**\n")   
424.  continue   
425. 
426. if '*SPECIFIC HEAT' in line:
427.  step_write = True 
428.  ref = pos 
429.  continue  
430. 
431. if step_write == True and pos == ref + 2: # overwrite the *STEP command
432.
433.  f_new.write("*STEP, name=Step-1, nlgeom=NO\n") 
434.  f_new.write("Loading\n")   
435.  f_new.write("*Static\n")   
436.  f_new.write("1., 1., 1e-05, 1.\n") 
437.  f_new.write("**\n")   
438.  f_new.write("** LOAD\n")   
439. 
440.  f_new.write("*CLOAD\n")   
441.  f_new.write("**x forces\n")   
442.  for i in range(1,len(Fx)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correction) 
443.    f_new.write("{0},1,{1}\n".format(i, float(Fx[i])))   
444.  f_new.write("**\n")   
445.  f_new.write("**y forces\n")   
446.  for i in range(1,len(Fy)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correction) 
447.    f_new.write("{0},2,{1}\n".format(i, float(Fy[i])))   
448.  f_new.write("**\n")   
449.  f_new.write("**z forces\n")   
450.  for i in range(1,len(Fz)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correction) 
451.    f_new.write("{0},3,{1}\n".format(i, float(Fz[i])))   
452.  f_new.write("**\n")   
453.  f_new.write("**x moments\n")   
454.  for i in range(1,len(Mx)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correction) 
455.    f_new.write("{0},4,{1}\n".format(i, float(Mx[i])))   
456.  f_new.write("**\n")   
457.  f_new.write("**y moments\n")   
458.  for i in range(1,len(My)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correction) 
459.    f_new.write("{0},5,{1}\n".format(i, float(My[i])))   
460.  f_new.write("**\n")   
461.  f_new.write("**z moments\n")   
462.  for i in range(1,len(Mz)): #ignores line 0 (indexing correction) 
463.    f_new.write("{0},6,{1}\n".format(i, float(Mz[i]))) 
464.  f_new.write("**\n")   
465.  f_new.write("*ENDSTEP\n")   
466.  f_new.write("** End of Data\n")   
467.  break   
468. 
469. f_new.close()
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B. DR. WILLIAM DANIEL’S ORIGINAL MATLAB SCRIPT FOR
CALCULATING LOADS
Function[curvx,curvy,curvxy,rtoolpath,Fx,Fy,Fz,Mx,My,Mz]=curves(Ns,Ms,t,E,nu) 
S0 = size(Ms); 
S1 = S0(1); 
S2 = size(Ns); 
S3 = S2(1); 
%side vectors 
e1 = [Ns(Ms(:,2),1)-Ns(Ms(:,1),1),Ns(Ms(:,2),2)-Ns(Ms(:,1),2),Ns(Ms(:,2),3)-
Ns(Ms(:,1),3)]; 
e2 = [Ns(Ms(:,3),1)-Ns(Ms(:,2),1),Ns(Ms(:,3),2)-Ns(Ms(:,2),2),Ns(Ms(:,3),3)-
Ns(Ms(:,2),3)]; 
e3 = [Ns(Ms(:,1),1)-Ns(Ms(:,3),1),Ns(Ms(:,1),2)-Ns(Ms(:,3),2),Ns(Ms(:,1),3)-
Ns(Ms(:,3),3)]; 
%element normals 
enormal = cross(e1',e2'); 
for i = 1:S1 
 magnitude(i) = norm(enormal(1:3,i)); 
 enormal(:,i) = enormal(:,i)/magnitude(i); 
 if enormal(3,i) < 0 
enormal(1:3,i) = -enormal(1:3,i); 
 end 
end 
ncount = zeros(S3,1); 
Nnormal = zeros(S3,3); 
% nodal normals 
for i = 1:S1 
nodes = Ms(i,:); 
%if enormal(3,i) < 1 
 Nnormal(nodes(1),1:3) = Nnormal(nodes(1),1:3) + enormal(1:3,i)'*magnitude(i); 
 Nnormal(nodes(2),1:3) = Nnormal(nodes(2),1:3) + enormal(1:3,i)'*magnitude(i); 
 Nnormal(nodes(3),1:3) = Nnormal(nodes(3),1:3) + enormal(1:3,i)'*magnitude(i); 
 ncount(nodes) = ncount(nodes) + [magnitude(i);magnitude(i);magnitude(i)]; 
%else  
%    ncount(nodes) = 1; 
%end 
end 
for i = 1:S3 
Nnormal(i,1:3) = Nnormal(i,1:3)/ncount(i);   % average nodal normals 
end 
% u and v vector 
for i = 1:S1 
if i == 321 
stopit = 1; 
end 
u(1,i) = -enormal(2,i); 
u(2,i) = enormal(1,i); 
u(3,i) = 0; 
if norm(u(:,i)) > 0 
  u(:,i) = u(:,i)/norm(u(:,i)); 
else 
  u(1,i) = 1;  %element in xy plane has u = x 
end 
v(:,i) = cross(enormal(:,i)',u(:,i)'); 
if norm(v(:,i)) > 0 
  v(:,i) = v(:,i)/norm(v(:,i)); 
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else 
  v(2,i) = 1; 
end 
if enormal(3,i) < 1 % excluding horizontal elements 
amatrix=[e1(i,:)*u(:,i),e1(i,:)*v(:,i),0;0,e1(i,:)*u(:,i),e1(i,:)*v(:,i);e2(i,
:)*u(:,i),e2(i,:)*v(:,i),0;0,e2(i,:)*u(:,i),e2(i,:)*v(:,i);e3(i,:)*u(:,i),e3(i
,:)*v(:,i),0;0,e3(i,:)*u(:,i),e3(i,:)*v(:,i)]; 
bmatrix = amatrix'*amatrix; 
RHS = [(Nnormal(Ms(i,2),:)-Nnormal(Ms(i,1),:))*u(:,i);(Nnormal(Ms(i,2),:)-
Nnormal(Ms(i,1),:))*v(:,i);(Nnormal(Ms(i,3),:)-
Nnormal(Ms(i,2),:))*u(:,i);(Nnormal(Ms(i,3),:)-
Nnormal(Ms(i,2),:))*v(:,i);(Nnormal(Ms(i,1),:)-
Nnormal(Ms(i,3),:))*u(:,i);(Nnormal(Ms(i,1),:)-Nnormal(Ms(i,3),:))*v(:,i)]; 
RHS1 = amatrix'*RHS; 
if rank(bmatrix) > 2 
curv = inv(bmatrix)*RHS1; 
else 
curv = [0;0;0]; 
end 
curvx(i) = curv(1);  % curving in the u direction 
curvy(i) = curv(3);  % curving in the v direction 
curvxy(i) = curv(2); % twist 
%[eigv,eigc] = eig([curvx(i),curvxy(i);curvxy(i),curvy(i)]); 
%curvmax(i) = max(diag(eigc)); 
else 
curvx(i) = 0; 
curvy(i) = 0; 
curvxy(i) = 0; 
curvmax(i) = 0; 
end 
end  
for i = 1:S1 
vh2 = sqrt(1.0 - enormal(3,i)^2); 
if abs(curvx(i)) > 0 
rtoolpath(i) = vh2/curvx(i); 
else 
rtoolpath(i) = 1.0e8; 
end 
 end 
% forces and moments 
%E = 270E3; 
%nu = 0.27; 
E1 = E/(1.0-nu^2); 
for i = 1:S1 
  vh = sqrt(v(1,i)^2+v(2,i)^2);  
  ev = 1.0/vh-1.0;    %sine law strain 
 rot = [u(:,i),v(:,i),enormal(:,i)]'; 
 uv = rot*[Ns(Ms(i,1),:);Ns(Ms(i,2),:);Ns(Ms(i,3),:)]';  %u, v coodinates of 
nodes of one element 
 % terms of the B matrix 
  b1 = uv(2,2) - uv(2,3); 
 c1 = uv(1,3) - uv(1,2); 
 b2 = uv(2,3) - uv(2,1); 
 c2 = uv(1,1) - uv(1,3); 
 b3 = uv(2,1) - uv(2,2); 
 c3 = uv(1,2) - uv(1,1); 
 B = [b1,0,b2,0,b3,0;0,c1,0,c2,0,c3]; 
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%forces causing strain in the v direction 
  %moments causing curving in the v 
 
 F = B'*[E1*nu;E1]*ev*t/2;
- nodal Fu, Fv for one element
 M = B'*[E1;E1*nu]*curvy(i)*t^3*24;
direction  Mv is a moment about u  Mu is about v 
 F1(i,:) = rot'*[F(1);F(2);0];  %forces at nodes of current element in x,y,z 
 F2(i,:) = rot'*[F(3);F(4);0]; 
 F3(i,:) = rot'*[F(5);F(6);0]; 
 M1(i,:) = rot'*[M(2);M(1);0];  %moments at nodes of current elementabout 
x,y,z 
 M2(i,:) = rot'*[M(4);M(3);0];   %M(2) is about u, M(1) is about v 
 M3(i,:) = rot'*[M(6);M(5);0]; 
end 
% resultant nodal forces and moments 
Fx = zeros(1,S3); 
Fy = zeros(1,S3); 
Fz = zeros(1,S3); 
Mx = zeros(1,S3); 
My = zeros(1,S3); 
Mz = zeros(1,S3); 
for i = 1:S1 
Fx(Ms(i,1)) = Fx(Ms(i,1)) + F1(i,1); 
Fx(Ms(i,2)) = Fx(Ms(i,2)) + F2(i,1); 
Fx(Ms(i,3)) = Fx(Ms(i,3)) + F3(i,1); 
Fy(Ms(i,1)) = Fy(Ms(i,1)) + F1(i,2); 
Fy(Ms(i,2)) = Fy(Ms(i,2)) + F2(i,2); 
Fy(Ms(i,3)) = Fy(Ms(i,3)) + F3(i,2); 
Fz(Ms(i,1)) = Fz(Ms(i,1)) + F1(i,3); 
Fz(Ms(i,2)) = Fz(Ms(i,2)) + F2(i,3); 
Fz(Ms(i,3)) = Fz(Ms(i,3)) + F3(i,3); 
Mx(Ms(i,1)) = Mx(Ms(i,1)) + M1(i,1); 
Mx(Ms(i,2)) = Mx(Ms(i,2)) + M2(i,1); 
Mx(Ms(i,3)) = Mx(Ms(i,3)) + M3(i,1); 
My(Ms(i,1)) = My(Ms(i,1)) + M1(i,2); 
My(Ms(i,2)) = My(Ms(i,2)) + M2(i,2); 
My(Ms(i,3)) = My(Ms(i,3)) + M3(i,2); 
Mz(Ms(i,1)) = Mz(Ms(i,1)) + M1(i,3); 
Mz(Ms(i,2)) = Mz(Ms(i,2)) + M2(i,3); 
Mz(Ms(i,3)) = Mz(Ms(i,3)) + M3(i,3); 
end 
end 
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C. HEMISPHERICAL SURFACE MAXIMUM IN-PLANE PRINCIPAL
STRAIN RESULTS
Iteration 1: 
Maximum in-plane principal strains range from -2.014e-03 to +3.390e-02. 
Iteration 2: 
Maximum in-plane principal strains range from -3.984e-03 to +8.859e-03. 
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Iteration 3: 
Maximum in-plane principal strains range from -6.432e-03 to +5.109e-03. 
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D. MATLAB SCRIPT FOR LOAD SCALING
% 2D smoothing a circular arc of included angle theta1 and radius R1 to get an 
% arc still meeting at the ends with new included angle theta2 and larger  
% radius R2. 
% The moments scale with curvature (1/R) - hence momfac - the ratio of the  
% moments that need to be applied to those associated with curvature 1/R1. 
% The forces scale with the membrane strain, which depends on arc 
% length/(undeformed length - the chord) giving ffac, which is higher than  
% momfac for small changes in radius, the difference decreasing as we tend to 
% straighten the arc completely when both factors are one. 
R1 = 100; 
for ii=1:100 
R2 = R1*(1+ii/2); 
r2(ii) = R2/R1; 
theta1 = pi/2; 
theta2 = 2*asin(R1/R2*sin(theta1/2));  %chord length does not change 
momfac(ii) = 1 - R1/R2;   %fractional change in curvature 
ffac(ii) = 1-R2*theta2/(R1*theta1);  %fractional change in arc length 
rat(ii) = momfac(ii)/ffac(ii); 
end 
